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Decentralized Power Allocation for Secondary Random Access in Cognitive Radio Networks with Successive Interference Cancellation Huifa Lin, Koji Ishibashi, Won-Yong Shin, and Takeo Fujii Abstract—This paper studies a decentralized power allocation for uplink random access of secondary users in cognitive network with successive interference cancellation. First, for the additive white Gaussian noise channel, we propose a novel algorithm, which enables to obtain discrete power levels and optimize the corresponding probabilities, iterating per-level from the lowest power level to the highest one. Under a fading environment, we further propose an opportunistic transmission protocol to reduce the interference temperature at the primary base station, by allocating powers only to the secondary users who will result in small interference. The proposed algorithms are verified via computer simulations. Index Terms—Cognitive radio, decentralized power allocation, random access, successive interference cancellation.



I. I NTRODUCTION Cognitive radio (CR) has been extensively studied as a promising technology to solve the growing problem of wireless spectrum scarcity [1]–[3]. In spectrum sharing CR networks, secondary users (SUs) are allowed to transmit simultaneously using the same frequency band assigned to primary users (PUs), provided that the requirement of an interference temperature constraint at the primary base station (PBS) is fulfilled [2]. The interference temperature is defined as the tolerable interference level at the primary receiver such as the PBS for uplink [4]. It is critical to protect the transmission of PUs by restricting the resulting interference temperature at the PBS through transmit power allocation at the SUs [5]–[11]. In [7], it is shown that an average interference power (AIP) constraint can better protect the PBS and provide the secondary system higher transmission data rates, comparing to a peak interference power constraint. In [8], instead of the power constraints, an outage probability constraint at the PBS is considered to protect the quality of service (QoS) of the primary system. In [9], an joint optimization of power and bandwidth allocation has been proposed. Recently, the power allocation for the CR network has beed investigated from various new perspectives, such as optimization on energy efficiency to implement green CR, and robust power allocation algorithms designed for imperfect system parameters including channel gain and interference power (see [10], [11], and references therein). On the one hand, since the number of user devices is likely to increase dramatically in the future, radio access networks should be able to support multiple access of massive users and achieve a higher spectral efficiency [12]. Specially, for the multiple access of a large number of SUs in CR networks,
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random access is an attractive option due to overheads for successful SU transmissions. Such overheads consume the scarce channel resource, which are thus undesired in the CR networks. On the other hand, to improve the spectral efficiency of the random access, successive interference cancellation (SIC) whose principle has been first proposed in [13] to achieve the broadcast channel capacity, enables to decode multiple packets by successively subtracting the correctly decoded packets at the receiver [14], [15]. Power allocation is shown to be critical to increase the throughput of random access using SIC [14]. An optimization algorithm has been designed for random access with the SIC receiver to decode two packets from one collision [15]. We focus on decentralized power allocation (DPA) algorithms for the uplink random access of SUs in the CR network with SIC. In the decentralized random access scenarios, SUs select their transmit power levels randomly without coordination of the SBS, which differs from the centralized power allocation (CPA) such that the SBS controls the SU transmit power in a centralized manners in [5]–[11]. Recently, an optimal DPA based on water-filling with threshold has been proposed for the random access but without the SIC receiver [16]. Different from the aforementioned DPA algorithm in [15], the optimization problem in this paper is formulated according to a more general case that the SIC receiver may decode multiple packets (could be more than two) from one collision. Hence, the optimization problem formulation is distinct and a new optimization algorithm is required. Moreover, we take into account the interference temperature constraint in the optimization problem formulation explicitly to protect the PBS. In our previous work, we have proposed DPA algorithms for the common random access without constraint of interference temperature, which were designed for maximizing the throughput of the media access control (MAC) layer or the system sum rate [17], [18]. In this paper, we first propose a novel DPA algorithm, which enables to obtain discrete power levels and optimize the corresponding probabilities for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Under a fading environment, we further propose an opportunistic transmission protocol (OTP) that allocates powers only to the users who will cause small interference. Compared to the conventional DPA schemes, the proposed DPA can improve the performance on the sum rate of the secondary system, while fulfills the constraint of interference temperature at the PBS. In practical CR fading



Fig. 1. The random access system model of the CR network with K SUs, one SBS, and one PBS. Consider the uplink communication from the SUs to the SBS, sharing the same spectrum of the uplink channel to the PBS.



environments, the proposed OTP can further reduce the interference temperature at the PBS, in a decentralized manner. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the system model. Section III presents the DPA algorithm for the AWGN channel. Section IV presents the OTP under a CR fading environment. Section V provides numerical results to verify the proposed algorithms. Section VI concludes this paper. II. S YSTEM M ODEL A. Channel Model As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the secondary multiple access channel of the uplink communication to one SBS with K SUs, sharing the same spectrum of the uplink channel to one PBS. By assuming half duplex for the uplink and the downlink, such as the time-division duplexing (TDD), we can focus on controlling or reducing the interference at the PBS caused by the SUs. A slotted ALOHA based random access is considered, where the SUs contend the transmission to the SBS with the SIC capability. Let K = {1, 2, · · · , K} denote the set of SUs. Channels are assumed to be quasistatic, i.e., the channels are constant during each time slot, but independently change from one slot to another. For the current time slot, let hi and gi denote the fading channel coefficients from the i-th user to the SBS and PBS, respectively, where i ∈ K. In this paper, we model these fading coefficients as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables, following the probability density function (PDF) of CN (0, 1). The AWGN channel corresponds to hi = 1, gi = 1 for ∀i. We assume that the channel state information (CSI) is available at the SBS and each user has the local knowledge of its own transmit CSI. B. Transceiver Structure As shown in Fig. 2, at the transmitter side, the information blocks are first encoded by sufficiently powerful channel



codes, such as turbo codes, and then the coded packets are modulated to complex signals. The channel coding and the modulation together constitute the base code with the data rate Ro . For each time slot, each user randomly selects a transmit power from a set of discrete power levels E = {E0 , E1 , · · · , EL } according to the probability mass function (PMF) p = [p0 , p1 , · · · , pL ]. Here l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} and L are the index and the number of power levels, respectively. Specifically, a user keeps idle during the time slotPif E0 = 0 is L selected, and the corresponding probability is 1− i=1 pi ≥ 0. We have 0 < E1 < · · · < EL ≤ 1 due to the transmit power constraint such that the maximum transmit power of each user is 1. Let ek denote the transmit power of user k. Then the probability that user k transmits with El is pl = Pr(ek = El ). Each user selects the transmit power independently in a decentralized manner, and none has any knowledge of the transmit power of the other users. The network is assumed to be fully loaded. That is, each user always has a packet to transmit and the buffer is assumed to be sufficient. The received signal y at the SBS is given by y=



K X



√ hi ei xi + w + z,



(1)



i=1



where xi is the transmitted signal from the i-th SU with unit amplitude, w is the received signal from the PU, and z is the AWGN. Since the SU packets are assumed to be protected from the PU interference using the bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [19], z 0 = w +z can be modeled as a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable following CN (0, N0 ). Then, the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) corresponding to the user k can be calculated by SINRk =



|hk |2 ek , Θk + Φk + N0



(2)



where Θk is the sum interference power from the received packets before past processing, Φk is the sum power of the decoded signals, and  is the residual power ratio due to the imperfect SIC subtraction. Hence, Φk is the sum of the residual power from the decoded packets. The SBS can decode the packet of user k if and only if SINRk exceeds the decoding threshold ρ defined as Ro . The threshold of the ideal channel coding is given by ρ˜ = 2Ro −1. However, owing to a performance gap between the data rate achieved by the practical codes and the channel capacity, a higher SINR is required to correctly decode the information. Hence, when a small ∆ > 0 is used to capture this gap, the practical decoding threshold is given by  ρ = 2Ro − 1 (1 + ∆). (3) Upon successfully decoding the information packet, the SIC process begins to subtract the decoded packet from the received signal but still leaves the residual of power ek  as interference due to the imperfect cancellation. The SIC process is repeated in the order of descending SINR until all packets
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the random access using the same base code and decentralized power allocation with K SUs during N time slots.



are decoded except that none’s SINR exceeds the decoding threshold. C. Constraint of Interference Temperature



p,E



In the CR network, the SUs share the same uplink spectral with the PBS when transmitting to the SBS. To guarantee the reception at the PBS, we use the constraint of interference temperature EIT in our decentralized power allocation algorithm, which is given by K X



s.t.



j=1



2



|gi | ei ≤ EIT .



(4)



In addition, since each user selects the transmit power independently and the channel gain is random, the actual interference temperature for an individual time slot may exceed the constraint, which corresponds to an outage. We define the outage probability as K X



! 2



|gi | ei > EIT .



(5)



i=1



III. DPA FOR AWGN C HANNEL A. Problem Formulation Let Tl denote the MAC throughput contributed by the lth power level assuming that the packets at higher power levels are subtracted. Let ζi denote the probability that the SIC process successfully continues to a lower power level from the current i-th level (i.e., at the i-th level, the received packet is decoded successfully or no packet is received). Since the SIC receiver decodes the packets according to the descend order of the received power, for the packet of the l-th power level, all the probabilities of higher power levels have to be counted. Hence,Qthe practical throughput of the l-th power level is given L by Tl i=l+1 ζi . The overall throughput is the sum of the



i=j+1



0 < Ei ≤ 1, Ei−1 − Ei < 0, K X



i = 1, . . . , L



ei ≤ EIT



(6b) (6c)



i=1



0 < pi < 1,



i=1



Pout = Pr



throughput of all power levels. The throughput optimization problem is then formulated as   L−1 L X Y Tj max TL + ζi  (6a)



L X



pi ≤ 1,



i = 1, . . . , L.



(6d)



i=1



Compared to our previous works [17], [18], there is a new additional constraint of the interference temperature (6c) in the problem formulation. Since this optimization is almost intractable due to the complicated target function, we propose a bottom-up per-level iterative algorithm to obtain E and p. The idea behind this iterative algorithm is to convert the intractable overall optimization problem into simple tractable per-level subproblems, which can be proved to be quasi-concave. The iterative process is used to obtain the power and the probability of the current level, using the already obtained data of the lower levels. For the lowest power level (l = 1), the SBS decodes the corresponding packet treating the SIC residual of the higher power levels as noise. This power E1 should fulfill E1 ≥ ρ, (7) (EIT − E1 ) + N0 where (EIT − E1 ) is the estimated SIC residual for power level 1 according to the constraint of interference temperature. As in the slotted ALOHA, the optimal transmit probability is given by p∗1 = 1/K, resulting in the MAC throughput T1 = e−1 . For higher power levels (l ≥ 2), we use Algorithm 1 to calculate the power and the corresponding probability. B. Power Estimation For the l-th power level (l ≥ 2), to successfully decode the corresponding packet from the noise N0 , the sum interference



Algorithm 1 Optimize E and p Initialization: l = 2, E0 = 0, estimate E1 by (7), p∗1 = 1/K, save E0 , E1 to E, save p∗1 to p. while 1 do Estimate El by (12), estimate γl by (9), obtain p∗l by (18). Pl if El ≤ 1 & i p∗i ≤ 1 then Save El to E, save p∗l to p, calculate Tl by (13), l = l + 1, continue. else Discard El and p∗l , break. end if end while PL L = l, p∗0 = 1 − i=1 p∗i , save p∗0 to p.



from the lower power levels Θl , and the sum SIC residual from the higher power levels Φl , the power El should satisfy: El ≥ρ Θl + Φl + N0



(8)



following with high probability (whp), where Kl denotes the number of transmitting P PL users with power El , Θl = l−1 K E , and Φ = i i l i=1 i=l+1 Ki Ei . Let γl denote the probability of successful decoding when a single packet at the l-th level is received, which is given by  γl = Pr



El Θl + Φl + N0



 >ρ ,



(9)



where ζl = Pr(Kl = 1)γl + Pr(Kl = 0). With probability of 1 − γl , the SBS fails to decode the packet and the decoding is terminated at the l-th level. Hence, El should lead to sufficient large γl . Since each of Θl and Φl is the sum of random variables, to guarantee the successful decoding, an estimated ˆ l , is given by Θl , Θ ˆl = Θ =



l−2 X i=1 l−1 X



Kpi Ei + βEl−1 (10)



C. Probability Optimization Regarding the throughput Tl−1 as a constant, we can obtain the optimal probability p∗l by maximizing the following target function of the MAC throughput fl (λl ) = Pr(Kl = 0)Tl−1 + γl Pr(Kl = 1)(1 + Tl−1 ) = e−λl Tl−1 + γl λl e−λl (1 + Tl−1 ).



(13)



For given K, deriving the optimal probability p∗l is equivalent to deriving the optimal λ∗l . The optimization problem is thus formulated as λ∗l = arg max{fl (λl )}.



(14)



0≤λl ≤K



To obtain λ∗l , the first order derivative of fl (λl ) with respect to λl is calculated as follows: fl0 (λl ) = e−λl (Tl−1 γl + γl − Tl−1 − γl (1 + Tl−1 )λl ). (15) Proposition 1. For fixed Tl−1 , there is one and only one λ∗l that maximizes fl (λl ). Proof. We prove that there is one and only one solution for fl0 (λl ) = 0, which maximizes fl (λl ). The second order derivative with λl is given by fl00 (λl ) = e−λl (Tl−1 + γl (1 + Tl−1 )(λl − 2)) .



(16)



Tl−1 ), fl (λl ) Since fl00 (λl ) < 0 for λl ∈ [0, 2 − γl (1+T l−1 ) is concave in this interval with the maximal point λa , 1+Tl−1 (1−1/γl ) . The function fl (λl ) is convex for λl ∈ [2 − 1+Tl−1 Tl−1 γl (1+Tl−1 ) , ∞)



since fl00 (λl ) ≥ 0, and the maximal point is to be found on boundary. Hence the the maximal point Tl−1 could be either λl = 2 − γl (1+T or λl → ∞. Obviously, l−1 ) limλl →∞ fl (λl ) = 0 and the maximal point of this interval is Tl−1 . It is examined that fl (λa ) is always λb , 2 − γl (1+T l−1 ) greater than fl (λb ) since  fl (λa ) − fl (λb ) = γl (1 + Tl−1 ) e−λa − 2e−λb Tl−1 (17)  = γl (1 + Tl−1 )e γl (1+Tl−1 ) e−1 − eln 2−2 > 0.



Kpi Ei + (β − Kpl−1 )El−1 , Hence, λ∗l = λa =



i=1



where β is an adjustable parameter in the DPA algorithm to ˆ l ≥ Θl whp. An estimated Φl , Φ ˆ l , is given by satisfy Θ ˆ l = EIT − Φ



l−1 X



Kpi Ei − αEl−1 ,



(11)



i=1



where α is an adjustable parameter in the DPA algorithm to ˆ l ≥ Φl whp. From these estimated values, it follows satisfy Φ that   ˆ l + Φ ˆ l + N0 ρ. El = Θ (12)



1+Tl−1 (1−1/γl ) . 1+Tl−1



If γl < Tl−1 /(1 + Tl−1 ), then λ∗l becomes negative, which is not allowed since the probability p∗l = λ∗l /K must be nonnegative. In consequence, we have ( Tl−1 λ∗l = 0, γl < 1+T l−1 (18) (1−1/γl ) Tl−1 , 1+T ≤ γl ≤ 1. λ∗l = 1+Tl−1 1+Tl−1 l−1 By substituting the optimal λ∗l into (13), Tl is given by ∗



∗



Tl = fl (λ∗l ) = e−λl Tl−1 + γl λ∗l e−λl (1 + Tl−1 ).



(19)



IV. OTP U NDER CR FADING E NVIRONMENT According to the random nature of fading channels and the decentralized random access, we propose the OTP to reduce the interference temperature at the PBS along with a smaller sum transmit power of the SUs, which is based on E and p obtained by the DPA algorithm for the AWGN channel. In each time slot, we choose such SUs that yield small |gi | and large |hi |, which result in less interference temperature and less sum transmit power, respectively. Specially, the OTP divides all the SUs into the following two groups: candidate group and idle group. The SUs satisfying |gi |/|hi | < η belong to the candidate group to randomly allocate power levels while the other users belong to the idle group in this time slot, where η > 0 is an adjustable coefficient. The probability of |gi |/|hi | < η is given by [20]     2 σg |gi | < η = arctan η , (20) δ(η) = Pr |hi | π σh



Fig. 3. The sum rate performance versus SNR according to various schemes with K = 100.



where σh and σg are the standard deviations of |hi | and |gi |, respectively. In this paper, we have σh = σg , thereby leading to δ(η) = 2/π arctan(η). The number of SUs in the candidate group is given by KCG = bδ(η)Kc. Among these KCG SUs, the transmit powers are allocated from E according to the probabilities of the adjusted p for the reduced number of available SUs. For instance, if the i-th user belongs to the candidate group and its allocated power level is El , then this user transmits with the power of El /|hi |2 . Fig. 4. The system sum rate versus η for various SNRs.



V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS In computer simulations, we consider a simple slotted ALOHA type random access with K full-loaded SUs contending the transmission to the SBS, without using the carrier sensing and the backoff mechanism. Both the AWGN and flat Rayleigh fading channels are assumed. All the transmitted packets are encoded using a powerful channel code with data rate Ro = 2/25 and ∆ = 0.1. For the estimation of power levels, we set α = 1 and β = 6 so that the probability of successful decoding γl sufficient high. In every time slot, each user randomly selects the transmit power from the power level set E according to the corresponding probabilities p. A. Performance for AWGN Channel We use the sum rate defined as Rsum = T × R to evaluate the system performance, where T and R indicate the MAC throughput and the data rate of the PHY layer, respectively. In our proposal, the sum rate is given by T × Ro . However, in the conventional MAC protocols such as the slotted ALOHA and the random access scheme with SIC [15], only the MAC throughput was evaluated without consideration of the PHY data rate. For a fair comparison, we assume that the data rates in these two conventional schemes achieve the point-to-point Gaussian channel capacity C = log2 (1 + SNR), which results in Rsum = T × C. Specifically, the ideal Rsum is given by e−1 × C and 0.57 × C, respectively, for the slotted ALOHA scheme and the random access scheme in [15]. The scheduled



orthogonal multiple access such as the time division multiple access (TDMA) achieves T = 1, yielding Rsum = 1 × C. Figure 3 shows the sum rates of various schemes with respect to the SNR for the AWGN channel, assuming the perfect SIC. The slotted ALOHA scheme is used as a baseline of random access schemes. The scheme in [15], termed the conventional multi-packet reception (MPR)-SIC, outperforms the slotted ALOHA for all SNR regions, due to the SIC receiver. The proposed DPA scheme, outperforms the conventional MPR-SIC scheme for all SNR regions, since the SBS can decode more than two packets from a collision. The DPA scheme even outperforms the TDMA in the low SNR region due to the non-orthogonal feature that the sum transmit power can PKexceed the constraint of the single-user transmit power ( k=1 ek > 1). In the high SNR region, since the interference from other packets becomes dominant, the scheduled TDMA scheme outperforms all the random access schemes. B. Performance Under CR Fading Environment In practical CR fading environments, we take into account  > 0 to capture the effect of the imperfect SIC caused by the inaccurate channel estimation and set the constraint of interference temperature to EIT = 10. In this paper, we set  = 10−4 (which may be adjusted according to the accuracy of the channel estimation). The performance on the system sum rate Rsum is presented in Fig. 4 according to the parameter η



via computer simulations. Future work includes performance evaluation under more practical assumptions, such as severer SIC residuals or a mismatch between the actual number of SUs and the estimated one. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This research was supported by the Basic Science Research Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning (MSIP) (2015R1A2A1A15054248) and by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Numbers 15H04004, 15H04010. R EFERENCES Fig. 5. The average interference temperature at the PBS versus η for various SNRs.



Fig. 6. Outage probability of the interference temperature at the PBS for various values of SNR.



that controls the ratio of the candidate group of SUs, δ(η). If δ(η) < 1−p0 , there are not enough SUs in the candidate group for allocating the non-zero power levels, which thus results in a degraded Rsum . Figures 5 and 6 show the average interference temperature ¯IT and the outage probability Pout such that the interference E temperature exceeds the constraint according to η, respectively. ¯IT and Pout increase with η since a higher number Both E of SUs generating more interference are involved. Hence, the value of η can be used to control the tradeoff between the achievable sum rate and the interference temperature in the CR fading environment. For instance, consider the case of SNR = 10[dB]. By setting η = 1.0, the system achieves Rsum = 3.467[bps/Hz] that is close to that of the AWGN channel, ¯IT = 3.606 is obtained, which is significantly reduced while E ¯IT = 10). compared to the AWGN channel (E VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS In this paper, we have proposed a decentralized power allocation algorithm for the secondary random access with SIC in CR networks, which enables to enhance the system sum rate at the SBS. Based on this algorithm, we have proposed an opportunistic transmission protocol under CR fading environments, to reduce the interference temperature at the PBS. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms has been verified
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